
Karnataka Examinations Authority

NOTE TO CANDIDATES
CET-2017 – First round of seat allotment Medical and Dental

Instructions to Candidates – 29-07-2017

As per the seat matrix issued by the Government, Seat Allotment is made by

following the Roster System based on the Merit / Rank of the candidate and

based on priority of options entered by the candidates and their eligibility.

After verifying the seat allotment results, candidates have to select any one

Choice among the four Choices, before selecting any choice candidates are

advised to note the following.

a. KEA will conduct the second and final non-interactive round seat allotment

to Medical / Dental seats as per the directions of the Government. The

candidates who are eligible and interested to participate in the second round

Medical / Dental seat allotment have to select the appropriate choice

carefully.

b. Therefore, before selecting any choice for the Medical / Dental seat allotted

in the first round, understand the consequences / implication of each choice

and exercise the appropriate choice.

c. Please read the e-information bulletin UG-NEET-2017 / other information

hosted on the KEA Website from time to time.

Schedule

1 Confirmation of Choices on Allotment of
Medical and Dental seats 31-07-2017 to 03-08-2017

2 Payment of Fees and collection of admission
order at KEA, Bangalore 02-08-2017 to 04-08-2017

3 Last date for reporting the colleges. 05-08-2017 before 5.30 pm

The fee paid if any, for Engineering, Architecture, Agriculture, AYUSH,
Pharmacy will be adjusted for such candidates, candidate has to pay the only
balance fees or if excess fee paid already the balance amount will be refunded
by KEA.



After verifying the seat allotment results, the candidates can take the decisions

as detailed below:

a) The candidates have to confirm themselves about their seat allotment in the

first round. If the candidate is satisfied with the allotted Medical / Dental

seat, then exercise Choice-1 on the KEA web-portal.  The candidate who

selects Choice-1 will not be eligible to participate in the subsequent round.

b) If the candidate feels that the seat allotted to him / her in the first round of

Medical / Dental is acceptable but wishes to participate in the next round

Medical / Dental for higher order options above the seat allotted, then

exercise Choice-2 on the KEA web-portal.

c) If the candidate is not satisfied with the allotted seat in the first round of

Medical / Dental but wishes to participate in the next round for Medical /

Dental seat for better options, then exercise Choice-3 on the KEA web-

portal.

d) If the candidate is not satisfied with the allotted seat in the first round and

also not interested to participate in any rounds as the candidate has got seat

elsewhere, then exercise Choice-4 on the KEA web-portal.

The candidates who exercise Choice-1 should follow the guidelines detailed below:

STEPS: Candidates who have been allotted in,

A. Allotted Government seat only in Government Medical / Dental colleges

1. The candidates who have been allotted Government seat only in Government Medical
/ Dental colleges have to download the Challan and pay the fees or by way of Net
banking facility through KEA Portal Later they have to download the Admission Order
and report to the college. The fee paid if any, will be adjusted for such candidates,
candidate has to pay the only balance fees or if excess fee paid already the balance
amount will be refunded by KEA.

2. The above candidates need not come to KEA to process the challan or to collect the
admission order. Visit KEA Website to select appropriate link.



B. Allotted in Private Medical / Dental colleges under either Government or
Private or NRI or Other category seats

1. The candidates who have been allotted in Private Medical / Dental Colleges under
either Government or Private or NRI or Other category seats have to pay the fees
only in the form of Demand Draft (See below). The fee paid if any, will be
adjusted, candidate has to pay the balance fees or if excess fee paid already the
balance amount will be refunded by KEA. Further,

i. The prescribed fees has to be paid in the form of Demand Draft drawn in favour of the

“Name of the College and place” payable at respective place of the college. For Eg: (a) If

M.R. Medical College, Gulbarga is allotted then the Demand Draft has to drawn for the

prescribed fees in favour of “M.R. Medical College, Gulbarga” payable at Gulbarga or (b) If

M.S. Ramaiah Medical College, Bangalore is allotted then the Demand Draft has to drawn

for the prescribed fees in favour of “M.S. Ramaiah Medical College, Bangalore” payable at

Bangalore.

ii. The demand draft has to be submitted at KEA, 18th Cross, Malleshwaram, Bangalore in

person.

iii. Collect the admission order at KEA.

iv. Report to the college, with the college copy of the admission order along with all the

Original Documents on or before the date mentioned in the Admission Order.  (Candidate

copy of the Admission Order should be retained with the candidate for future reference)

a. Log-on to KEA Portal and enter the college reporting details.

The candidates who exercise Choice-2 should follow the guidelines detailed below:
 The candidate who exercise Choice-2, have to mandatorily pay the prescribed fees

for the seat allotted in Medical / Dental in the first round. However no Admission

Order will be generated nor join the allotted Medical / Dental college but will have to

wait for the Second Round for Medical / Dental.

 Candidates who exercise Choice-2 are eligible to participate in the Medical / Dental

Second Round by holding the medical / dental seat allotted to them in the first round.

If better Medical / Dental options are allotted to them, the earlier Medical / Dental

seat will automatically stand cancelled. OR if any of the Medical / Dental options are

not allotted, then the Medical / Dental seat allotted to them in the first round will

remain with the candidate.

 The Medical / Dental seat allotted to the candidate in the first round will be considered

as last option in the Medical / Dental second round. If any of the better Options are

not allotted, then the seat allotted to them in the second round will remain with the

candidate.



Mode of Payment for Choice-2 candidates

(Candidates are encouraged to make use of Online Payment facility through KEA Portal to make the
payment.)

OR

 Candidate has to download / print the Challan from the KEA website which is in

Triplicate.

 In the Challan, the details of the candidate will be pre-printed, such as Name, CET No,

College / Course Allotted details, Fee to be paid, Bank Account Number. Candidate has

to confirm the printed details and affix the signature on the Challan.

 After downloading the Challan, candidate has to pay the prescribed fee in any nearest

branch of the Bank as notified by KEA.

 After receipt of the payment, bank will return the candidate copy to the candidate by

retaining the KEA and Bank copy.

 Keep the Candidate’s copy and wait for the second round, candidates will neither

download the admission nor will report to the allotted college.

 The fee paid in the first round will be adjusted for the Second Round upon selection of

a seat, the balance amount if any will be refunded.

Special Note:

1. Seats will be cancelled in respect of candidates who exercises Choice 2 and fails to

make the payment within the stipulated date and time.

2. Choice 2 candidates, after making the payment decides to surrender the seats, can

cancel the seat in any of the Helpline Centre before the last date prescribed for entry

of options for the second round. For such candidates, an amount of Rs.5,000/- will be

deducted from the payment made, and the balance amount if any will be refunded. In

case, if they surrender the seat after the last date prescribed for option entry for

second round, full amount paid as fees as per rules will be forfeited.

The candidates who exercise Choice-3 should follow the guidelines detailed below:

 The candidates who exercise Choice-3 need not pay the fees for the allotted seat in

the first round.

 The candidates who exercise Choice-3 are NOT satisfied with the allotted seat.

 The candidates who exercise Choice-3 are eligible to participate in the second round

by rejecting the seat allotted to them in the first round.



The candidates who exercise Choice-4
The Candidate is Not satisfied with KEA allotted seat OR he / she has got seat elsewhere, so

he / she is quitting and he / she should not to be considered for allotment of seats in any of

the further rounds. Such candidates have no hold on the allotted seat.

Candidates surrendering seats

The candidates who have obtained a seat from KEA and have later on joined other college or
courses and wish to surrender the KEA seat.

1. Candidates who have exercised Choice 1 in first round for the seat allotted, after

making the payment decides to surrender the seat, can cancel the seat in any of the Helpline

Centre before the last date prescribed for entry of options for the second round, for such

candidates an amount of Rs.5,000/- will be deducted from the payment if paid to KEA and

the balance amount if any will be refunded. In case, if they surrender the seat after the last

date prescribed for option entry for the second round, full amount paid as fees as per rules

will be forfeited.

2. Candidates who have exercised Choice 2 in first round for the seat allotted, after

making the payment decides to surrender the seats, can cancel the seat in any of the

Helpline Centre before the last date prescribed for entry of options for the second round, for

such candidates an amount of Rs.5,000/- will be deducted from the payment made and the

balance amount if any will be refunded. In case, if they surrender the seat after the last date

prescribed for option entry for second round, full amount paid as fees as per rules will be

forfeited.

Please Note:

Candidates may please note that such of those who have got the Admission Order

from KEA and do not join the allotted college or leave the college after joining - such actions

are tantamount to seat blocking and will result in loss of subsidized Government Quota seats

to the Private Management. (There are other equally eligible meritorious candidates

in the merit queue.) Such candidates should surrender their allotted seat to KEA only in

any Helpline Centre, and such seat will be offered to other equally eligible meritorious

candidates in the Second Round.



Additional instructions to Karnataka Candidates.

The candidates who have participated in first round Medical / Dental seat allotment by holding a seat
in any discipline allotted either in first round or in the second round, the seat selected by the
candidates in any discipline stands cancelled upon allotment of a Medical / Dental seat in this round
and for any reason they will not be allowed to continue their earlier seat, but to compulsorily join the
newly allotted seat. Those candidates are eligible to select either Choice-1 or Choice-2.

Sd/-
Executive Director

Date: 29-07-2017


